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Abstract
We propose a new method for handwritten word-spotting
which does not require prior training or gathering examples for querying. More precisely, a model is trained “on
the fly” with images rendered from the searched words in
one or multiple computer fonts. To reduce the mismatch between the typed-text prototypes and the candidate handwritten images, we make use of: (i) local gradient histogram
(LGH) features, which were shown to model word shapes
robustly, and (ii) semi-continuous hidden Markov models
(SC-HMM), in which the typed-text models are constrained
to a “vocabulary” of handwritten shapes, thus learning a
link between both types of data. Experiments show that
the proposed method is effective in retrieving handwritten
words, and the comparison to alternative methods reveals
that the contribution of both the LGH features and the SCHMM is crucial. To the best of the authors’ knowledge, this
is the first work to address this issue in a non-trivial manner.

Figure 1. Handwritten and typed versions of
the same word

synthesized word image for matching [3]. The straightforward application of this idea to handwritten words is difficult because, despite some efforts in the synthesis of handwritten words (see e.g. [10]), it is still an open problem.
We therefore propose to synthesize typed text images using computer fonts to match handwritten images. At first
thought, one could think that such a method would yield unpractical results because there is a significant mismatch in
the shapes of typed-text and handwritten letters. Especially,
the variability of writing styles is much higher than that of
typed text. However, if we consider the example in Fig. 1,
there are reasons to hope. Indeed, several typed/handwritten
letters share a common shape. In this article, we show that
robust image descriptors – such as the LGH features [8]
– and statistical models – such as semi-continuous Hidden
Markov models (SC-HMM) [2] – might be able to cope with
the observed variations and reduce the mismatch. Also,
there is a wide range of available fonts to mimic different
writing styles and allographs. To the best of our knowledge,
this is the first time that typed-text words are employed to
match handwritten words using a non-trivial method.
The rest of the article is structured as follows. §2 summarizes the proposed method. §3 reviews the LGH features. §4
explains the use of SC-HMM in the proposed system. In §5
the experimental validation is reported. Finally, §6 contains
the conclusions and future work.

1. Introduction
There are many applications in document retrieval where
a fundamental step is to match a candidate word image to
a prototype, where the prototype is a representation of the
concept that is queried. The prototype can be an exemplary
image containing the search word [4] or a model built using one or several images [7]. In both cases, one or more
images are necessary and must be manually collected from
documents.
For matching typed-text words, a strategy has been proposed that does not require the manual collection of prototypes. The idea is to generate the prototypes automatically.
If the font type is uniform and known, it is straightforward
to render a word image with that very font and to use the

2. Proposed solution
To robustly match handwritten words using typed-text
templates, we propose two ingredients, one at the feature
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level and one at the modeling level:
• LGH features [8] for robust description of word
shapes: it was shown that LGH features encode word
shapes robustly. Our experimental results show that
LGH features are more robust than other state-of-theart features to handwritten / typed variations.
• Use of semi-continuous hidden Markov models (SCHMM) [2] for word modeling: in a SC-HMM first
the feature space is clustered using a Gaussian mixture model (GMM), and then the model parameters
are constrained to that GMM. In this work we use SCHMM for training models using typed images but the
key point is to use a GMM estimated from handwritten
images. Then, the constraints of the SC-HMM make
that the model learns a “link” between handwritten and
typed data. An additional advantage of the SC-HMM
is that several examples can be combined into a single model so that scoring is performed once. This is to
be contrasted with image matching approaches such as
DTW where one should perform one DTW comparison per query image.

Figure 2. Computation of the LGH features
models that could obtain better performance in the same
task when trained with an adequate and sufficient amount of
data. In contrast, the proposed idea represents a solution at
a reduced cost for spotting without handwritten prototypes
when a recognition system is not available.

3. LGH features for robust shape encoding

With these two elements, we propose a system which is
able to find a query string in a handwritten document collection. Training the query model for string S requires the
following steps:

LGH features [8] follow the sliding window approach in
which a window traverses the word image from left to right.
At each position of the window, a set of features are computed using only those pixels contained in the window. The
feature extraction in a given window consists of three steps:

1. Train off-line a GMM with a large unordered set of
LGH features extracted from many handwritten word
images. This GMM is independent of the query string
and can be learned once and for all.

1. Adjust the upper and lower bounds of the sliding window to the area actually containing pixels

2. For query string S generate one or more typed-word
images using selected computer fonts.

2. Split the reduced window into a 4x4 grid

3. For each synthesized word image, extract a sequence
of LGH features.

3. At each of the obtained cells, compute the gradient and
accumulate a histogram of 8 angle orientations.
For further details, we refer the reader to [8]. Fig. 2
provides a schematic overview of the process.

4. Train a SC-HMM using these sequences.
We note that the choice of the fonts at step 2 is a problem of paramount importance as fonts which look more
“handwritten-like” will certainly lead to better models. We
will get back to this point in the experimental section.
At runtime, the spotting process works as follows. For
each candidate handwritten word-image:

4. Semi-continuous HMM for modeling the
link between typed and handwritten
The hidden Markov model [6] is a state-of-the-art tool
for modeling handwritten words [5, 9]. A hidden Markov
model has three types of parameter: the initial occupancy
probabilities, the transition probabilities and the emission
probabilities. In the case of continuous variables, the
emission probabilities are generally modeled with Gaussian Mixture Models (GMM) whose parameters can be subdivided into mixture weights and Gaussian mean vectors
and covariance matrices.

1. Extract a sequence of LGH features.
2. Score the sequence on the SC-HMM query model and
take a decision.
Details will follow in the next paragraphs.
It should be remarked that the intention of the proposed
solution is not to compete with handwriting recognition
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A special case is the semi-continuous HMM (SCHMM). This model assumes that the feature space has
been partitioned using a GMM-based clustering, where
{µk , Σk }K
k=1 denotes the set of means and covariances of
each Gaussian component. The kth component is also referred to as the kth Gaussian codeword. The obtained
means and covariances are then shared in all the states of
the SC-HMM. In other words, the emission probability at
the ith state of the SC-HMM takes the form
pi (x) =

K


wik N (x|µk , Σk ),

salutation, résilier, demande, abonnement, company name
and veuillez) are labelled for evaluation purposes.
Standard segmentation techniques are employed to obtain a set of word image hypotheses. Over-segmentation is
employed to produce a large set of hypotheses. About 250
candidate word-images are generated per document image.
Each candidate word-image is described as a sequence of
128-dimensional LGH features.
A GMM with 512 Gaussians is trained using approximately 1,000,000 feature vectors randomly extracted from
a separate set of letters. All the SC-HMMs involved in the
experiments below are trained on top of this GMM and use
10 states per character.
The performance of the detection task is evaluated in
terms of the average precision (AP), which represents the
average of the precision value in a precision/recall plot. We
perform experiments for the 10 different keywords and report the mean across the 10 keywords (mean average precision or mAP).

(1)

k=1

where N (x|µ, Σ) denotes a Gaussian with mean µ and covariance Σ. Therefore, the only state-dependent parameters
to estimate in a SC-HMM are the weights wik .
There is strong evidence that the Gaussian codewords encode prior information about the problem of interest. For
instance, in [7] it was shown that a SC-HMM can be trained
with a single sample and still outperform a DTW-based
matching.
In this article, we show that these constraints of the SCHMM can help reducing the mismatch between typed and
handwritten data. We build SC-HMMs to represent words
with synthesized typed samples, but we will estimate the
Gaussian codewords from handwritten data. Therefore,
even if the free parameters of the SC-HMM are estimated
from typed data, the constrained parameters (means and covariances) convey handwritten information. Such a model
is likely to perform better when confronted with handwritten samples, as will be the case.

Comparison to alternative methods In order to assess
the role of both the LGH features and the SC-HMM in the
proposed approach, we will repeat the retrieval experiments
using (i) an alternative, standard set of features, and (ii) an
alternative, standard image matching approach. This would
correspond to the “trivial” solution to the problem of typedto-handwritten matching. Regarding the features, we chose
the zoning features proposed by Vinciarelli et al. [9]. This
feature set is a standard one for word modeling and consists
in counting the pixels of a 4x4 split of the window. As for
the image matching approach we use the standard DTW.

5. Experimental validation

5.2. Models using a single font

This section reports the experimental validation. First,
the experimental setting is described. Second, the performance of the system is evaluated as a function of the font
type. The system is compared to alternative methods to
prove that LGH features and SC-HMM are actually crucial
for making the method work. Third, we show how combining multiple typed fonts might lead to improved accuracy.
Fourth, we compare the proposed typed-queries with handwritten queries.

In the first round of experiments, we use a single synthesized sample per query. Training a SC-HMM with a
single sample does not lead to over-fitting because of the
a priori information encoded in the universal vocabulary
(i.e. GMM). Indeed, we show below that training a SCHMM with a single sample is more effective than a template
matching approach using DTW.
In this case, for a desired word, we generate a single
word image using a computer font. We evaluate the performance of the retrieval task as a function of the employed
font face, where we have experimented with the most usual
computer fonts, shown in Fig. 3. Fig. 4 shows the mAP for
each font.
It can be observed that, for 19 out of the 25 fonts the
approach using LGH features and SC-HMM outperforms
the standard approaches. In particular, for 18 out of the 25
fonts the proposed approach obtains a relative increase of
over 20% with respect to the best alternative approach; in
13 out of the 25 the relative increase is over 50%; and in 7

5.1. Experimental setting
To validate the proposed system we carried out a set of
experiments on a database of 105 real scanned letters written in French provided by the customer department of a
large corporation. This database is particularly challenging owing to the variability of writers, styles, artifacts and
other anomalies such as spelling mistakes. The occurrences
of 10 of the words (Monsieur, Madame, contrat, résiliation,
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Figure 4. Results (mAP) with single-font models, comparing the proposed method (left) to alternative
methods.

is considered in this case, which confirms our choice.
Another interesting observation is that the best ranked
fonts (e.g. Kunstler Script, French Script, Lucida Handwriting) are very handwritten-like, while the classical typed
fonts (e.g. Times, Arial, Courier, OCR) rank low.

5.3. Models using multiple fonts
In the next experiment, we generate word images using different fonts and use several images to train the SCHMM. The question is whether the retrieval accuracy can
be improved by using multiple fonts.
Based on the ranking of fonts in Fig. 4, we trained a
model using the N -best fonts, with N = 1, 2, 3, . . . , 25.
Fig. 5 shows the mAP as a function of the number N of
fonts. The best performance is obtained by considering the
best 9 fonts (> 32%), compared to the 21 % obtained when
using the best single font. This is a significant improvement of the retrieval accuracy. Of course, this set of 9 fonts
might not be the optimal one among all possible combination of fonts. Also, the best combination will be writerdependent as different fonts model more appropriately the
writing styles of different persons. This will be considered
in future work.

Figure 3. The 25 font faces used in the experiments
.

out of 25 it is over 100%. We conclude that both the LGH
features and the SC-HMM are crucial for matching typed
words against handwritten words.

5.4. Comparison to handwritten prototypes

The importance of the handwritten UBM for learning the
link between typed and handwritten images is evidenced by
the following fact: when repeating the experiment but using
a UBM computed from typed text images, the mAP for 23
out of the 25 fonts is less than 3%. This poor result is due to
the fact that no prior information about handwritten shapes

To understand whether the obtained mAP values are reasonable, we compare the performance of the proposed system based on typed-queries with that of a standard system
based on handwritten queries. Hence, we repeat similar ex354

Although we would obtain better results of models are
trained using handwritten samples directly, the current
method enables quick access to digital libraries by completely eliminating the cost of collecting prototypes. Therefore, one interesting perspective of the system is to use it
for querying a certain word, and then using the output handwritten samples to train a more accurate handwritten model,
e.g. with active learning techniques [1].
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Figure 5. Results using the best N fonts
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6. Conclusions and perspectives
This article proposes a new method for handwritten word
spotting without prototypes. In our approach, the prototypes are automatically generated using typed-text fonts,
and two mechanisms contribute to a robust matching of
typed-to-handwritten words: (i) the LGH features, and (ii)
the use of SC-HMMs. Experimental results show that the
approach has a competitive performance and that the two
mentioned factors are the cause of the improvement.
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